
NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Committee 
Committee Resources for Selecting and Seeding Teams for the Championship 

 
Throughout the course of the season, committee members have access to various resources 
that provide them with as much detailed information about a team. This information includes 
background that each committee member is responsible for gathering, data provided by NCAA 
staff and member conferences, polls conducted by coaches and media, and various computer 
rankings.  
 
Following is a list of the resources used by the committee during the selection, seeding and 
bracketing process, and a brief description of each: 
 

x Ratings Percentage Index. The RPI was created in 1981 to provide supplemental data 
for the Division I Men’s Basketball Committee in its evaluation of teams for at-large 
selection and seeding of the championship bracket. Several independent elements are 
combined to produce the RPI.  These elements are a part of the statistical information that 
can be utilized by each member in an objective manner. 

 
x Monitoring Teams. Each committee member, other than the chair, is responsible for 

being the primary or secondary contact for about seven conferences. While committee 
members closely follow every Division I team, they will spend extra time watching teams 
from leagues they are assigned to. This includes having discussions with conference 
office personnel who, along with the committee member, input information on a website 
for other committee members to review. This includes good wins, good losses, bad 
losses, injuries, scheduling quirks, travel problems or other circumstances that could have 
affected results. Committee members do not monitor leagues with which they are 
affiliated, and do not serve as advocates for those teams during the selection process. This 
process is done so that the entire committee has as much information as possible.  
 

x Research. Throughout the season through selection week, NCAA staff members support 
the committee by providing information on quality non-conference wins, head-to-head 
results versus teams in the field or under consideration, the quality of a team’s conference 
schedule in leagues that do not have true round-robin scheduling formats, and the overall 
quality of competition a team played throughout the season. The committee has access to 
box scores from every game played throughout the season, which can be helpful in 
determining what factors (i.e. injuries) contributed to an outcome. In addition, for 
conferences that do not play a traditional round-robin format, staff provides the 
committee with breakdowns of conference schedules that help determine the strength or 
weakness of a team’s schedule within its own league. 
 

x Team sheets. A team sheet is a snap shot of a team’s schedule and results, RPI and 
strength of schedule. It allows committee members to easily see breakdown of its wins 
and losses against teams ranked 1-50, 51-100, 101-200 and 201-345 in the RPI. Team 
sheets also display the strength of schedule, the opponents’ strength of schedule and 
overall RPI.  
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x Polls. Committee members have access to three polls: the weekly Associated Press poll 
of the top 25 teams compiled by select basketball writers from across the country, the 
ESPN/USA Today poll of the top 25 teams compiled by select Division I head coaches, 
and the monthly (January-March) regional advisory committee poll conducted of select 
Division I head coaches representing each of the 31 conferences.  
 
Following is a list of the resources used by the committee during the selection, seeding 
and bracketing process, and a brief description of each: 
 

x Sagarin Ratings. Mathematician Jeff Sagarin’s ratings have been published by USA 
Today since 1985. Sagarin ratings, won-loss records and schedule strengths are based on 
games against Division I teams only, and schedule strengths take into account the rating 
on an opponent and game location. 
 

x CollegeRPI.com. Owned and operated by Jerry Palm, this RPI generally mirrors the 
NCAA’s RPI but it is updated daily throughout the season. 
 

x RPIRatings.com. Owned and operated by Jim Sukup, who writes “The RPI Report” for 
Basketball Times, this RPI also mirrors the NCAA’s and is also updated daily. 
 

x LRMC Rankings. LRMC is a college basketball ranking system designed to use only 
basic data (which two teams played and where the game was played). In many LRMC 
rankings, margin of victory is used, but that is not the case in the formula that committee 
members have access to. It was created by engineer professors Dr. Joel Sokol and Dr. 
Paul Kvam. 
 

x Pomeroy Ratings. The Pomeroy Ratings are used to be purely predictive, with the core 
of the system based on the pythagorean calculation for expected winning percentage.  

 
 
 
 
 


